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HOUSING SOCIETIES REPEAL BILL 2005 
Second Reading 

Resumed from 18 May 2005. 

MR M.J. COWPER (Murray) [1.26 pm]:  This legislation has come about because of the fact that there are 
two residual societies out of a host that once existed.  The purpose of the legislation is to wind up those societies, 
to repeal the Housing Societies Act 1976 and the Housing Loan Guarantee Act 1957, to make consequential 
amendments to other acts, and for related purposes. 

I believe it is appropriate that we discuss the history of building societies and how they came into being.  Some 
members in this house may remember that many years ago, in the 1970s and 1980s, interest rates were rather 
high, and some people had difficulty accessing loans from banks for various reasons, but mainly because, from 
memory, there were some fairly stringent conditions on which people could be lent money by banks.  As a result, 
housing societies were formed, and they existed in two different formats.  There were permanent building 
societies and temporary ones.  A group of people would consolidate their money in a fund, and, under the 
guarantee of the government, would repay funds for access to housing.  In latter days, the Keystart program has 
taken over the functions in a different manner from the way in which the housing societies first operated, which 
was similar to a membership or a group of people who got together for the purpose of getting themselves their 
first homes at a reduced rate and for the mutual benefit of all those people who contributed. 

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr A.P. O’Gorman):  Members, if you need to have a chat among yourselves, I 
ask that you take it outside.  You are obviously distracting the member on his feet. 

Mr M.J. COWPER:  Thank you, Mr Acting Speaker.  From memory, when I got my first housing loan, we 
were paying about 17 per cent interest.  In comparison, people are paying considerably less than that today - I 
think it is about six of seven per cent.  It was rather onerous to try to obtain a housing loan.  Of course, it has 
always been the great Australian dream to own one’s home, and at that time it was the best way for people to 
access a loan.  Over time, and given a number of relevant circumstances, money was invested in these housing 
groups, and they accumulated some funds.  As of October last year, when a preservation date was set - I think it 
was 21 October - some $7.1 million was in the account.  This is a matter of considering how to disperse the 
capital accumulated through two of the remaining housing societies.  The housing societies, from memory, are 
the Westland Housing Society, the principals of which are Robert Brown and Peter Tanner, and Western 
Homebuyers Housing Society, the principal of which is Mike Bonney.  Apparently, 520 people still have 
housing loans with these two societies.  The dilemma is how to fairly disperse the $7.1 million considering that 
many of the people who have contributed to the $7.1 million have paid out their loans.  The residual 520 
members also have contributed to the wellbeing of the societies.  How does one disperse those funds?  The 
minister’s proposal before the house is that the remaining 520 members be paid a dividend of $4 000 each.  I did 
some quick maths on the back of a piece of paper, and $4 000 multiplied by 520 members comes to 
$2.08 million.  Therefore, almost $2.1 million of the $7.1 million will be distributed in that way, and 
approximately $5 million will remain.  How should the $5 million be dispersed?  This is where my colleague in 
the other place and I, having had a number of briefings on this matter, are cautious about the dispersal of the 
money.   

I seek some response from the minister in due course on a number of questions I have noted.  The first question 
that springs to mind is whether the housing societies wish to be wound up.  The explanatory memorandum to 
clause 12 gives an inkling or indication that perhaps the societies may not wish to be wound up at all.  The 
explanatory memorandum reads -  

 One society has agreed not to do any distributions of society reserves until August 2005 in light of the 
proposed Act.  The other society’s directors are also committed to awaiting the outcome of the 
legislation before a decision is made in respect of the society’s future operations and distributions of 
property. 

Those statements indicate a residual doubt about whether the directors wish to declare to this process, and 
whether this change is being imposed on them.  A slight doubt remains about whether the societies wish to be 
wound up.  In addition, what consultation has taken place to arrive at this point?  Our briefings with Mr Iva 
McBride and others from the Department of Housing and Works indicated that they were vested with the 
difficult task of putting forward an equitable solution.  One is not sure whether the full $7.1 million should be 
dispersed between the 520 residual members or all people who have participated in the scheme from its 
inception.  The latter option would be almost impossible to achieve given that many people would have changed 
names through divorce etc and others would have died.  I acknowledge that problem. 
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Why will the government receive $5 million out of the $7.1 million when it had only a minor role in the creation 
of that wealth?  Is it a case of the government seizing the opportunity after stumbling across a pot of gold sitting 
somewhere in abeyance and deciding it would be better served in the government’s coffers?  One hopes that this 
money will be wisely used to benefit people in helping to attain the dream of owning their own home.  A 
question arises: if the $5 million proportion is returned to government, will it be returned to consolidated 
revenue?  I hope that it will then be forwarded to create more Keystart opportunities for young Western 
Australians.  One can doubt the veracity of promises made in this place and elsewhere.  I draw members’ 
attention to a pledge given in opposition by the current Premier some five years back in a statement headed 
“Labor pledges to spend all speed and red light camera revenue on road safety”.  I have before me a copy of the 
media statement of that day.  However, that promise has not come into fruition.  Promises can be made that are 
never fulfilled.  I would hate to think that the government got itself a nice little windfall of $5 million, but did 
not pass it on to those who would benefit the most.   

Will the minister explain how the $7.1 million was accumulated in the first place?  One can speculate.  Interest 
rates were fairly high a number of years ago and investments were very profitable for those who ventured into 
the speculative market.  I would like a breakdown of how that $7.1 million was accumulated.  Maybe the wealth 
was created because certain borrowers paid loans out early, thus creating the reserves - I am certain that that 
would be the reason for a portion of it.  I would like to hear a specific explanation of how the pool of money was 
created.  I have been advised anecdotally that Keystart will be the beneficiary of the $5 million.  I hope that is 
the case.  I have mentioned my concern that sometimes these promises are not fulfilled.  I acknowledge that 
Keystart provides a means by which young people can access their first home.  We have heard of various rorts 
from time to time.  What role has Keystart had with these housing societies in the past?  How did the housing 
societies evolve into what is now Keystart?  Does the government have anything to do with the creation of the 
dollars that currently sit in these coffers? 

As I mentioned earlier, I am very curious to know how the $4 000 was arrived at.  Why not $2 000?  Why not 
$1 000?  Why not $10 000?  I acknowledge that it would have been a difficult decision to determine where to 
draw the line in the sand regarding what is fair and equitable.  Has the decision been audited?  Has a consultant - 
for example, an accounting firm - been brought in to examine the arrangement and to gave it a tick of approval?  
The $4 000 appears to be a figure plucked out of the air and placed on the table.  I understand that those of the 
520 members who have loans valued under $4 000 will be given a dividend commensurate with a total loan of 
$4 000 in value.  Some people have joined the fund only recently, whereas other people have been members for 
a number of years and have repaid their loans.  My concern is that the people who have repaid their loans will 
not be eligible for the $4 000, whereas the people who have joined the fund only recently will be eligible.  That 
means that the 520 people who have not yet repaid their loans will be the major beneficiaries of this bill, because 
they will receive a windfall payment of $4 000.   

The bill provides for a preservation date of 21 October 2004.  The explanatory memorandum does not explain 
why this date has been chosen.  Again, that will be to the benefit of some and to the detriment of others, as I have 
said, because the people who repaid their loans prior to 20 October 2004 will not be eligible for that $4 000 but 
the people who have joined the fund in recent times will be eligible.  I also want to know whether there was any 
distribution of funds from these societies prior to 21 October.   

The opposition is in favour of winding up these societies and providing the opportunity for young people to buy 
a home.  However, I am concerned about how the figure of $4 000 was arrived at and whether the societies and 
its members are in favour of this bill.  As I have said, this matter is hinted at in the explanatory notes for clause 
12.  That is what has made me suspicious about how the $7.1 million has been accumulated, whether the certain 
borrowings that have been repaid have contributed to the wealth that has been created, and whether Keystart will 
continue to be involved in this fund and be the beneficiary of it.  We support the bill, but I ask the minister to 
take his time and reassure this house and the people of Western Australia that this windfall will be used wisely.   

DR K.D. HAMES (Dawesville) [1.41 pm]:  As the member for Murray has stated, the opposition will support 
the Housing Societies Repeal Bill.  However, I have some mixed feelings about it.  I will go into a bit of history 
about my association with the housing societies.  As was stated earlier, initially there was a large number of 
housing societies in Western Australia.  However, by the time I became Minister for Housing, the number of 
housing societies had reduced to just four.  The sole purpose of those four housing societies was to manage the 
Keystart loan program.  Those four housing societies were Westland Housing Society, University Housing 
Society, Trades and Labor Council of Western Australia Housing Society, and Western Homebuyers Housing 
Society.  UBS and the TLC housing society have since folded, and I understand that most of their assets have 
been transferred to Western Homebuyers.  Therefore, we are left with two agencies that have this $7.1 million.   

I think I know why this legislation was proposed.  It is my understanding - I may be saying this with only partial 
knowledge rather than full knowledge - that Westland Housing Society had decided to wind up its operations and 
distribute its assets to its members.  That is what one would expect a housing society to do, because under the 
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current legislation the moneys that have been accumulated by a housing society belong to the members of that 
society.  However, when the state government heard about that, it decided that would not be fair, because the 
current members would gain an unfair advantage from these membership funds, so it placed a moratorium on 
that housing society to prevent it from distributing all its funds in that way.  I think the fund had already made 
some distribution of funds to its members, and that might be where the figure of $4 000 came from, but it was 
told that was the limit and the government would take the remaining $5 million.  Under the current legislation, 
that money belongs to the members of the society.  My concern is that we are retrospectively changing the law 
by saying that even though the money belongs to the members of the society, bad luck; the government is 
proposing to take it from them.  Deserve is not the right word.  However, the reality is that the current members 
have made only a small contribution to the accumulation of that money.  It is principally because the previous 
members have paid off their loans that that money has been accumulating in the funds of the housing societies.  
In that sense, the government is right in saying that if that money were given back to all the members, the current 
members would be lucky, but the members who have made a contribution in the past would not be so lucky.  On 
the other hand, the law states that that money belongs to all the members of the housing society.  Some of us 
occasionally get a windfall.  I think the odds of winning lotto are about one in 3.5 million or one in seven 
million, so the chances are pretty small.  If that $7.1 million were distributed to each of the 520 members, each 
household would get - please correct me if my calculations are wrong - about $13 653.  That is not a huge sum of 
money.  In most cases it would not be enough to pay off the housing loan.  We need to remember that we are 
talking about people who live in low socioeconomic circumstances and in suburbs in which there is a low rate of 
inflation in the price of homes.  These people generally need government assistance to get a loan.  It is not as 
though these people would be given $100 000 each.  They would be given only $13 000 each.   

The whole reason for this legislation is to enable the government to put an extra $5 million in its pocket.  I forget 
what the total Department of Housing and Works budget is, but it is a large amount of money.  Off the top of my 
head, I think the annual budget of the department is in the order of $750 million.  That may be wrong; it may 
take in the Keystart loans as well.   The minister will know what his budget is.  My point is that that $5 million 
comprises only a small component of the total housing budget.  It is not reasonable to change the law just 
because some people will get an amount of $13 000.  As I have said, we are supporting the legislation, but I am 
interested in what will happen to that money.   

When I was the minister responsible for this area, Keystart loans were controlled by the four housing societies 
that I have mentioned.  They were doing an excellent job.  All these people, including the mortgage brokers who 
now manage them, were not only aware of the ins and outs of the Keystart home loan program for clients who 
could not get a loan through the banks, but were promoting and servicing those loans themselves.  There was 
nothing stopping them.  The chief executive officer throughout most of my four years as minister wanted to close 
down the building societies and bring Keystart under the umbrella of the then Ministry of Housing.  I would not 
allow that to happen - I opposed it - because in my view the government did not need to be a banker.  There were 
plenty of bankers in the marketplace and the system was functioning very well as it was; we did not need to shut 
down those building societies and bring the program in-house.  However, when I left, the new minister was 
obviously convinced that that was the right way to go, because, soon after that election, Keystart was brought in-
house, into the department, and those four building societies ceased to have a function. 

Returning to the $5 million and what will happen to it, I was interested to read in the documents attached to the 
bill that there will be a social housing account.  That is an interesting term for what I guess will be a reserve bank 
account for the department.  It will be used to improve funding for low-income people wishing to obtaining 
houses.  I would like some more detail about this program, because the Department of Housing and Works 
already has a number of ways to provide exactly that service, such as Aboriginal home loans, the Keystart home 
loan program, and joint purchase programs for tenants in Homeswest homes whereby they can purchase all or 
part of their houses with support from the state government.  A number of programs are already in place within 
the Department of Housing and Works that provide a range of opportunities for people with low incomes to buy 
their own homes.  In my time a safety net was put in place - I do not know whether it is still there - to provide an 
absolute guarantee of support for anyone in a departmental home, and anyone who had bought a home through 
one of those home purchase programs, including Keystart.  A person having trouble repaying a loan could get his 
payments to the Ministry of Housing deferred until his circumstances had improved.  Alternatively, a person 
could have his payments reduced, and the term of the loan was extended to cover the difference between what he 
should have been paying and was paying.  A person could reduce his payments to whatever suited him at the 
time.  The most common examples were when there had been a marriage break up or someone had lost his job.  
If that was not enough, a person could go back to the state government and the government would buy back part 
of the home.  If a person owned 70 per cent of his home, he could reduce the holding in the house to 50 per cent, 
and the repayments would be permanently reduced.  At the end of all that, if a person still could not afford to 
stay in his home, the government would buy back the home at an agreed market value and he could continue to 
stay in that home as a normal Homeswest tenant.  People in the private sector who have to cope with loans and 
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manage their own homes would be amazed by how easy we made it for those tenants, but the reality is that they 
were all very low-income people whose circumstances would often change rapidly, and, if we had not provided 
those programs, these people might be out on the streets or seeking alternative Homeswest accommodation 
somewhere else.  Those programs were put in place not only for their benefit but also for the benefit of their 
families and the state government.  To my knowledge, all of those things are still there, so I do not understand 
what will happen to the $5 million in this social account that will assist and provide money to low-income 
people. 

I would like to make a suggestion about something that I think would be extremely beneficial to people who are 
in Homeswest accommodation.  This is something that we looked at while in government but which never came 
to pass.  We were approached by a group associated with a home security system.  That group wanted to come to 
some arrangement to put an alarm system and a duress button into all Homeswest seniors’ accommodation in 
Western Australia.  The Department of Housing and Works was doing a great job in those days in improving 
security for of its tenants, particularly seniors, by putting up security doors and improving window treatments to 
make it very difficult for people to break into the homes.  However, occasionally a person would become 
seriously ill and collapse in his or her home, or unfortunately pass away, and it was often a long time before 
someone would find that person .  I know of cases of someone falling and fracturing a hip, for example, and not 
being able to raise the alarm.  For that reason we were looking at providing a duress system that would enable 
people to press an alarm button even while lying on the floor.  The alarm system needed to be simple to operate, 
be very cheap and be supported by the state government.  That did not eventuate because of the costings at the 
time.  However, I am aware from my personal involvement in this area since that time that costs have come 
down enormously and the cost of providing that same service now is far cheaper than it was in the past.  I 
indicate to the minister that that program, or other programs that are essential in the community and that do not 
cost a lot of money, would be the best way to use these funds rather than sticking them in an account for 
improving social housing.  I know what happens to those accounts.  After a couple of years, interest in them 
fizzles out and they disappear and the money is used for something else.  A clear-cut, well-defined purchase that 
would improve the lot of most Department of Housing and Works tenants, particularly seniors, would be the 
ideal way to use this money.  As I said, I am not 100 per cent convinced that the minister is doing the right thing 
in taking the money from those people who are members, but I understand the logic behind it.  I would like the 
minister to explain what will be done with the money, how it will be spent and what programs are envisaged.  He 
should not tell us that it will be left in an account somewhere and the government will work out later what it will 
do with that money, because nothing in this legislation tells us what will be done with that money other than it 
may be used at a later time. 

I was about to sit down, but I see that I should probably keep talking for about another minute. 

Mr R.F. Johnson:  Yes, keep talking.  I am really interested in what you have to say. 

Dr K.D. HAMES:  Yes, members are all riveted by what I am saying.  This is perhaps a great opportunity to 
refer to money in housing departments.  Some money was supposed to come from Treasury as part of the 
matching funds arrangement and was to go into Aboriginal housing in remote communities.  In fact, there would 
now be enough money to provide for new swimming pools in Aboriginal communities.  We had a time of three 
or four years down the track.  I gather that those matching funds have now disappeared.  I have two more 
minutes in which to speak.  I hear what the minister is saying about the two swimming pools, but the difference 
is that that has been funded by the federal government.  Amanda Vanstone announced that recently.  I was very 
disappointed that she did not give me any credit for implementing that in the first place.  I know the minister’s 
department will manage it.  In every other state the matching funds for the commonwealth housing grants are 
provided by Treasury, but in this state the Department of Housing and Works has to provide those funds.  We 
had an agreement with Treasury that it would be phased out over 10 years.  It was to slowly increase its funding 
until it provided the matching funds for that program.  Obviously it has been forgotten in the wash, and the 
minister should go back to Treasury and inform it that it had agreed to provide the matching funds.  The 
Department of Housing and Works should not have to provide that money.  I reiterate that in every other state in 
Australia the matching funds come out of consolidated revenue.  If the Western Australian Treasury provided the 
matching funds, the minister’s department would have more money to undertake the programs it wants to 
implement.  

Debate interrupted, pursuant to standing orders. 
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